Design and Fabrication of Automatic Cattle Feeder System Using IOT
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Abstract – The old-fashioned method of physically feeding cattle takes time. Before feeding the animals along the side of the feed fence, the autonomous cow feeding system employed in this research travels a predefined path for a specified amount of time. The feed mechanism is operated over a predetermined time period by the prototype using an Arduino circuit. Considering that more than 40 percent of total work time is devoted to this activity, feeding constitutes one of the higher expenditures for farm owners in addition to being directly tied to the production of the cattle. Due to the lack of technological utilization, the dairy business has a significant Labor need. These labors are particularly expensive for the owner of the dairy farm since they are only required for 3 hours each morning and three hours in the evening, but they must be paid for the entire day. Hence, an automatic cow feeding equipment has been created to decrease the owner effort and expense. In this research we use two barrels to store the cattle food and a sensor is placed to open the barrel opening to fill the food in the collector in which the cattle eat their food. This process is done for period like morning once and evening once.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In some rural areas, cow feeding is still done the old-fashioned way, by hand, with intermittent human involvement. The animals must be fed; thus, the operation is quite time consuming and stressful. While it is a straightforward concept, any cattle producer may relate to it. And the dairy business has a high labor need because technology Is not used in it [1]. The local dairy owner must pay a high price for these labours since the dairy farms only need labor for a couple of hours, yet they must pay them for the entire day [2]. So, it is essential to create an autonomous cow feeding system in order to decrease labor costs, labor hours, and to free up the dairy farm owner;s time to feed the cattle. Farmers needed away to simplify this vital work, therefore the idea of an automatic cow feeding system was developed [3-6]. Farm automation is becoming more and automatic concentrate more common among dairy producers. Since many years ago, systems have been dispenser and automatic watering in use. Over the last ten years, a number of firms have also launched automatic cattle feeding systems (AFS). Where as Farms that feed with a once or TMR using conventional feeding systems (CFS) often offer just twice a day and demand manpower more set of work schedule, the key benefit TMR with a of AFS is the ability to deliver frequent schedule minimal requirement labor [7]. Increased feed distribution frequency is possible using AFS. Also, a greater frequency shortens the duration on feeding on the manager while lowering the risk of contamination and abnormal fermentations. The process of feeding cattle without the aid of automated feeding devices is known as a manual cow feeding system. This type of feeding system is normally used in small farms, ranches, or homesteads with a small herd of cattle can adopt this approach [8]. In manual cattle feeding system they have to determine what kind of feeding you are going to give to the cattle like grains, silage, and pasture. And then calculate the amount of grain you are going to give to the cattle base don the work, age and nutrition requirements. And then they have to schedule the time of feeding the cattle. They divide the feeding amount of the cattle for one day into two or three times like morning and evening. They have to do this work regularly without break to maintain the cattle health [9]. And they also want to clean the place of cattle in which it is feed. This method is a hard process, and the farmer needs to work hard every day to feed the cattle and they also keep some workers to take care of the cattle. And it is not possible to feed the cattle when they are not in home. To avoid this type of problems automatic cattle feeding system is introduced to help the farmers. A technical advancement that helps farmers save time and increase the effectiveness of their operations is an autonomous cow feeding system. The technology is made to
automate the feeding of cattle so that farmers may concentrate on other areas of their company. By the help of automatic cattle feeding system, it helps the farmers to save more time by eliminating manual cattle feeding and allows them to concentrate on their other works. And it also improves to increase the efficiency of the feeding and it can be programmed to feed at correct time and the amount to be feeder. It also reduces the wastage and improves the health of cattle. It also helps the farmers to save money by reducing the waste. It can be programmed to give the exact amount of feed which should be given to cattle and reduces the feed waste. Automatic cattle feeding system also used to improve the health of cattle by feeding them at correct time and correct quantity which should be given to the cattle. It also eliminates under feeding and over feeding [10].

II. MATERIAL & METHOD
A fully accessible software and hardware platform called Arduino. It is used to enables users to build a variety of electrical projects, from straightforward LED blinkers to intricate robotic systems. You may link different types of sensors, motors, and other electronic parts with an Arduino board to make interactive creations. In this research, Arduino is used to control the DC gear motor to turn ON and OFF the rotation of the motor. And it includes timing to run the motor. It helps to turn on the gear motor when the process is needed. In this research Arduino plays an important role to run the motor which rotates the disc which has a hole in it. Arduino plays major role in our research. An electric motor that combines a DC motor and a gear box is known as a DC gear motor. The rotational power is provided by the DC motor, and the gear box out puts more torque while reducing speed. Therefore, a motor that can provide great output at low speeds has been created, which makes it perfect for a variety of commercial and industrial uses. Robotics, automotive systems, industrial machinery, and medical equipment are just a few of the many areas where DC gear motors are frequently employed. Because of their high torque production, accurate control, and low power consumption, they are chosen over other types of motors. In this research the DC gear motor is used to rotate the disc, which is not fixed, and this not fixed part rotates over and gears the fixed part and that disc also have a hole. When the two holes intersect each other, the cattle food stored in the fixed disc falls through the hole with metal.

- 150 RPM 12VDC motors gear box metal
- 18000 RPM base motor
- 6mm Dia shaft with M3 thread hole
- Gear box diameter 37 mm
- Motor Diameter 28.5 mm
- Length 63 mm without shaft
- Shaft length 30mm
- 32 kg-cm torque

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The usual components of an automatic cow feeding system include a feed device, feed storage containers, and a control module. According to the system, the feeding mechanism may differ, but typical options have included a conveyor, drill, and pneumatic tube. The system control unit is setup to distribute a specified feed quantity at predefined intervals. Using a timer or other sorts of detectors, including such mass sensors or proximity sensors, may be done manually or configured to run automatically.

The control unit turns on the feed mechanism to transfer the feeds from the storage containers to the feed lot or container when it’s ready to dispense it. Typically, a pre-set amount of feed is delivered; however, this amount can be changed. Automatic cattle feeding system is introduced to reduce the work of the famers and this type of cattle feeding system uses sensors to automate the feeding process and it can be programmed to dispense the right amount of food at right time and this process is based on the weight and nutrients required by the cattle.

In this research we use two barrels to store the cattle feed which act as a feed bin which stores the feed and two pipes which act as a conveyor which transmit the feed materials through it to the dispensing unit provided in the pipe which his closed till the time which is programmed to open. And the dispensing unit is the right amount to program to dispense feed to eliminate un healthiness of the cattle.

This system can be also programmed to feed the cattle for specific periods of time, and we can also provide a monitor in which the amount of feed given to the cattle can be displayed and the farmer also knows the amount feed the cattle is consumed. Thus, automatic cow feeding systems provide precise and consistent feeding while reducing the effort and time needed to feed the animals. They also aid in waste reduction and feed optimization.
Producers may gain from using automatic cow feeding systems in several ways, including higher productivity, lower labor costs, and better herd health. To ensure each animal gets the correct quantity of nourishment, such systems dispense feed inside a precise and regular manner using computer-controlled technology. This may lead to higher rates of improved feed, quicker weight increase, and less waste. Also, producers may benefit from increased flexibility from automated cattle feeding, which make it simple for them to modify feed schedules and rations in accordance with the requirements of their herd. These devices can also assist farmers in more effectively managing their water and feed inventories. Overall, using automated cattle feeding technologies may be a useful tool for farmers who want to increase their operations production.
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